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OVER-ABUNDANT BTONDES
Who forgot that 'All things in moderation,"
is good advice? Coast-to-coast, the most
common color problem revolves around the
\ 1oman who thinks the blonder she is, the
younger she looks.

And too many colorists are accommodat-
ing her whim, especially when it comes to
highlights that were intended to create
dimension, not change the hair color: A sur-
plus of foils and lack of toners make blondes
look home-remedied.

"lt's up to colorists to use the consultation
to make clients realize they can have a
healthier-looking, more realistic blond e ,"
says Suzie Bond, a colorist at Perfect 5th in
Cornelius, North Carolin&, and a Goldwell
Council Member. "Most color,ists know to
add lowlights, but I recommend using three
different formulas."

During the initial correction of a blonde-
gone-bad, Bond chooses one formula that s
the same level as the natural color, one
that's a level lighter than the natural color
and a third that's the same level as the
lightest blonde on the head but a different
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l0 highlights'l ' , i :i,, . ,l ,,, .', . I keep wigs that lVe over-bleached on hand

Bond advises,us.ipg.digg.gr-ia.{l-sqb,tions and put them on'clients during the consulta-
when lowfi$hti-pg.a btql4e:They:'dt-btend tion. The wigs also help me show brunettes
better than horizontat oi,verticai':on"r. who want to go blonde how they will really
"Finally, apply a light toner,a&:over:to put look. Sometimes, they realizeblonde is not
life in the har and,dd.s+ttne..Fo{.tinstance, a good option for them."
ifyou combin" aqg1r'Wnaq1nqltamount When home highlighting kits are the cul-
of 9CB, ft highfightC',' !|J Ake'on a new prit, Natalie Curley, color director and head
tone and thb "fu,wU, as u sealer and chemical educator for Van Michael in
shiner onr*s9...resto.f fia;i' Atlanta, advises re-highlighting the hair
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